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Abstract—Trace alignment algorithms have been used in process mining for discovering the consensus treatment procedures and process deviations. Different alignment algorithms, however, may produce very different results. No widely-adopted method exists for evaluating the results of trace alignment. Existing reference-free evaluation methods cannot adequately and comprehensively assess the alignment quality. We analyzed and compared the existing evaluation methods, identifying their limitations, and introduced improvements in two reference-free evaluation methods. Our approach assesses the alignment result globally instead of locally, and therefore helps the algorithm to optimize overall alignment quality. We also introduced a novel metric to measure the alignment complexity, which can be used as a constraint on alignment algorithm optimization. We tested our evaluation methods on a trauma resuscitation dataset and provided the medical explanation of the activities and patterns identified as deviations using our proposed evaluation methods.
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I. INTRODUCTION

A. Motivation

Process mining has proven useful in the various domains, including clinical and administrative processes in healthcare [1]. A medical process mining application is the modeling of chest pain treatments and healthcare delivery [2]. Trace alignment is an algorithm used in process mining to discover common work patterns and deviations from the established practice. Trace alignment takes as input sequences of activities performed during different process executions (i.e., “trace”), and finds for each activity finds the best match in different traces [3]. The alignment result is a matrix where the rows represent traces, and the same type activities are aligned in the same columns (Fig.1). The activities most commonly executed in a similar chronological order form a “consensus sequence” [4][5][6]. The trace alignment algorithm originates from bioinformatics, where it is used to align protein and gene sequences to identify common structures and mutations. The parameters for alignment algorithms, however, are determined subjectively or based on expert assumption instead of automatic adjustment [7]. Proper evaluation of the alignment result is therefore essential for generating an accurate alignment [8], and the evaluation results can help optimize the alignment algorithm parameters.

The alignment accuracy measures how many activities and patterns in the alignment are aligned correctly, which determines the alignments ability to extract useful knowledge and insights about the process [3]. The correct alignment of activities and patterns means whether the aligned activities or pairs (1) are the same as in the reference or (2) satisfy certain preset constraints. The alignment accuracy could be measured from different aspects: whether the activities and patterns are accurately aligned, whether the consensus activities and potential deviations can be identified in the alignment result, and whether dissimilar activities are misaligned in the same column.

Currently, methods based on the sum-of-pairs score are the most commonly used for accuracy evaluation [9][10]. While the reference-based sum-of-pairs score approach [9] requires having a reference alignment to calculate the number of aligned pairs in the alignment result, the reference-free sum-of-pairs score approach [10] does not need the reference alignment but assumes that only the activities of the same type can be aligned. Accuracy evaluation methods do not perform well for more complex patterns in the alignment instead of activity pairs [8], particularly in scenarios where the reference alignment (ground truth) is unavailable.

Misalignment score is a reference-free method for evaluating alignment accuracy [12]. It measures alignment quality by checking if certain patterns are aligned. Other evaluation meth-
ods for trace alignment are adopted from molecular sequence alignment, including column score and sum-of-pairs score [11]. However, biological sequences unlike process traces, are subject to known restrictions or contain known structures, and have reference alignments established by domain experts for evaluation [13][14][15]. In process mining, especially in the early stage of discovering common activity patterns and deviations, activity restrictions or structures are unknown, and establishing a reference alignment is laborious and requires domain expertise. In addition, as new traces are collected over time, continuous updating of the reference alignment is not practical. Because current trace alignment approaches focus on acquiring knowledge without a reference alignment, reference-free alignment evaluation methods are preferred [14].

Another metric of alignment quality is alignment confidence, which distinguishes the consensus activity from other activities in the column. The confidence can be measured by the information score which quantifies the information entropy of a single column based on the activity type and the frequency of non-empty elements of the column [12].

Current evaluation methods suffer from various limitations (TABLE I): the column score is sensitive to the alignment error; the misalignment score is determined by arbitrarily chosen patterns and does not reflect the overall alignment quality; and the information score only evaluates individual columns. To address these limitations, we modified the misalignment score and information score. In addition, we introduced a novel metric of alignment complexity, which measures the redundancy in the alignment based on the alignment's length. We then integrated the existing and our new metrics for evaluating trace alignment including alignment accuracy, confidence, and complexity, which can reflect the overall quality of the alignment result without a reference alignment.

We validated our evaluation methods on the alignments of medical process data. Our method outperformed previous evaluation methods in terms of the correlation between the evaluation results and the number of alignment errors. In addition, we provided medical explanations of the process deviations identified by our new evaluation methods.

B. Related Work

Two widely used alignment accuracy evaluation methods are sum-of-pairs score (SPS) and column score (CS) [13][10][9]. There are two versions of the sum-of-pairs score: reference-based [10] and reference-free [9]. Reference-based sum-of-pairs score compares the aligned activities with a reference alignment to calculate the number for correctly aligned activity pairs. Reference-free sum-of-pairs score considers two activities as correctly aligned if they are of the same type (match). Column score compares the columns in the alignment result to the reference alignment to check if the columns are correctly aligned.

Another method for evaluating alignment accuracy is misalignment score, which measures the distance between the incorrectly aligned instances of a pattern within the traces. The distance is defined as the number of columns between two activities that are supposed to be aligned in the same column. The details of the misalignment score will be discussed later. The misalignment score depends on the pattern chosen and is considered as a pattern-wise alignment accuracy [12].

Alignment confidence is another evaluation metric based on the information score [12]. The current column-wise information score, however, does not quantify the overall information entropy in the whole alignment, which can be useful to evaluate the confidence of individual columns.

Previous studies do not consider the alignment complexity as an individual metric for evaluation [8][16]. Trace alignment does not change the type, number or order of the original activities; it only inserts an empty space in traces for which it cannot find a matching activity in a given column. The alignment complexity measures the number of excessive empty spaces that the alignment contains. The optimal alignment has a minimum needed number of empty spaces, while other alignments may have more empty spaces. Although the optimal alignment complexity does not guarantee optimal alignment result, it is better to avoid unnecessary empty spaces, which may cause problems for the column-wise information score, as discussed later. Therefore, it is necessary to consider and quantify alignment complexity as a separate metric.

The reference alignment may often be unavailable because acquiring it is labor intensive, requires domain knowledge, and is subject to human bias. Calculating the optimal trace alignment result may not be practical when the number of traces is large due to the computational complexity [12]. However, having a reference alignment is necessary to validate an evaluation method and quantify the number of errors in the alignment result. We use an optimum-approaching alignment method called M-COFFEE [17] to generate the consensus multi-trace alignment as our reference alignment.

C. Contribution

The contributions of this paper are:
1 Enhancement of misalignment score and information score metrics, and a novel metric of alignment complexity: We introduced a novel metric of alignment complexity to quantify redundancies in alignment and modified the existing misalignment score and information score metrics to evaluate overall alignment accuracy and confidence. We showed that our methods outperform the previous methods on both synthetic and real-world process logs. We analyzed the influence of evaluation metrics on the overall quality of alignment and proposed a general evaluation procedure that can help identify accurate alignment and optimize the alignment algorithm.

2 Application of trace alignment evaluation to understand medical activities in context: We validated our proposed evaluation methods on data from a real-world medical process and extracted consensus sequence of activities. We obtained the accurate alignment based on our evaluation methods, analyzed process deviations in activities, and provided medical explanation within a case-study a medical process.

II. METHODOLOGY

We first describe the trace alignment algorithm, followed by our three alignment metrics: accuracy, confidence, and complexity. We then present our procedure for alignment evaluation.

A. Alignment Algorithm

Trace alignment algorithms include Needleman-Wunsch [18], SmithWaterman [19] and Duration-Aware Trace Alignment [6]. Needleman-Wunsch and Duration-Aware Trace Alignment algorithms aim to find globally optimal alignment while SmithWaterman aims to find locally optimal alignment. Globally optimal alignments align entire activity sequences, from the start until the end, while locally optimal alignment finds the optimal alignment for subprocesses of the process. Duration-Aware Trace Alignment considers the duration of activities, in addition to their sequential order, to generate a globally optimal alignment. We focused on globally optimal alignments because of the following reasons:

1 The need to model the whole process execution instead of a part of it: In real-world process logs, finding common patterns between entire traces of process execution is important to extract the workflow. Locally optimal alignments only align segments of the activity sequence, making them not suitable for workflow extraction.

2 Alignment shrinkage due to noise: Because the locally optimal algorithm aligns the similar subprocesses within process traces, the similar subprocesses are likely to become shorter with increasing number of traces, resulting in alignment shrinkage. In real-world processes, great flexibility and variability of process performance make the common segments very short or nonexistent. Because of the alignment shrinkage problem, consensus activities across different process executions cannot be identified.

An important issue with globally optimal alignment, is a high time complexity: $O(2^n \ell^n)$, where $n$ is the number of traces and $\ell$ is the average trace length [12]. This problem is usually addressed by approximating the globally optimal alignment using a heuristic approach or progressive alignment construction [20]. The heuristic approach builds a guide tree connecting each trace so that the alignment iteratively aligns the two closest traces or alignment profiles (intermediate alignment results) in the guide tree until all traces have been aligned.

An approximation of the globally optimal alignment using a heuristic approach may introduce deviations from the globally optimal alignment, which are called heuristic errors [4]. Heuristic errors appear randomly, depending on the guide tree built by the heuristic approach, generating different alignment results with different heuristics. Since the heuristic approach generates no other types of alignment error except for the heuristic errors, we used the number of heuristic errors $N_e$ as an indicator for measuring the alignment accuracy.

B. Improved Metric: Accuracy

The alignment accuracy metric measures the number of activities correctly aligned and is directly correlated to the $N_e$. Alignment accuracy evaluation methods include sum-of-pairs score (SPS), column score (CS), and misalignment score.

1) Sum-of-pairs Score (SPS):

a) Reference-based sum-of-pairs score: The reference-based sum-of-pairs score, sometimes called quality score (Q score) [21], is the total number of correctly aligned activity pairs in the alignment result divided by the number of all aligned activity pairs in the reference alignment. Correct alignment means that the aligned activity pairs in alignment result are also aligned in the reference alignment. The reference-based sum-of-pairs score has two derivatives: developer score and modeler score [21]. The derivatives only differ in terms of choosing the reference alignment and are consistent with each other in the same process log.

b) Reference-free sum-of-pairs score: Reference-free sum-of-pairs score assumes that aligning activities of the same type is correct (“match”), aligning activities to different type activities is incorrect (“mismatch”) and aligning activities to the empty space is acceptable (“gap”) [10]. Mismatches are given a penalty while gap penalties vary across different scoring schemes. The reference-free sum-of-pairs score measures the similarity between traces within the alignment. The higher similarity indicates a better alignment quality. We adopted a commonly used scoring scheme: match = 1, mismatch = -1 and gap = 0 [10].

2) Column Score (CS): The column score is defined as the number of correctly aligned columns divided by the total number of columns in the alignment [11]. Here, “correctly aligned” means that the types and numbers of activities in an alignment column are exactly the same as that in the corresponding reference column.

Column score is highly sensitive to misaligned activities. Any activity in an alignment column different from that in the
alignment accuracy. The crucial parameter is the pattern. However, the choice of the pattern has not been established. The problem exists in situations where a single pattern may not reflect the misalignments in the whole alignment. In addition, the existing misalignment score metric does not consider the patterns frequency, which also influences the quality. To achieve a more comprehensive view of misalignments, we modified the method for selecting the pattern and defined an overall misalignment score based on the patterns in the alignment.

4) A Novel Overall Misalignment Score (OMS): Frequency is one of the most intuitive ways to measure representativeness. As mentioned, misalignment score depends on the pattern chosen, which is supposed to be representative for the whole alignment. Given that patterns vary in length and have a different contribution to the alignment accuracy: longer patterns tend to be much rarer than the shorter patterns and longer patterns are more likely to be misaligned since they require aligning more activities. The pattern’s length and frequency have a characteristic distribution (Fig. 3): the longer patterns (with a length greater than 5) are much less frequent than the shorter patterns. Hence, when measuring the misalignments of patterns in the whole alignment, distinguishing the patterns based on their frequencies is intuitively more precise to depict the distribution of misalignments than using the most frequent pattern only.

![Fig. 3. Pattern count and length distribution over frequency of a synthetic log data. The synthetic logs are generated using PLG based on 5 simplified medical process models established by medical experts. The X-axis shows the percentage interval of each pattern’s frequency over the upper bound \( f_M \). Y-axis is the count of patterns. Patterns with different length are marked in differently bars and corresponding length is in the legend.](image)

The misalignment score measures the degree of misalignment with respect to a certain pattern in the alignment. The misalignment score adds up all pairwise misalignment scores:

\[
MS = \sum_{i,j} ms_{ij}
\]

Because the misalignment score measures the degree of misalignment with respect to a certain pattern in the alignment, the crucial parameter is the pattern. However, the choice of the pattern has not been established. The problem exists in situations where a single pattern may not reflect the misalignments in the whole alignment. In addition, the existing misalignment score metric does not consider the patterns frequency, which also influences the quality. To achieve a more comprehensive view of misalignments, we modified the method for selecting the pattern and defined an overall misalignment score based on the patterns in the alignment.

![Fig. 2. (a) Reference alignment (b) Alignment with 1 misalignment (c) Alignment with 2 misalignments (misaligned activities are shaded in gray)](image)

reference will make the column counted as misaligned. It does not distinguish the number of misaligned activities within the same column (Fig. 2), making it a coarse measure of alignment accuracy.

3) Misalignment Score: Alignment accuracy can also be quantified by the misalignment score. In a trace, consecutive activities with a specific order form a certain pattern, and the misalignment score considers the sequential order of these activities in the pattern. For a specific pattern, misalignment score measures the similarity between traces by checking if the patterns are aligned in the same columns. If not, misalignment score measures the distance between each column the patterns are in and sums the distances. Misalignment scores of \( N \) traces form a matrix containing pairwise misalignment scores \( ms_{ij} \) [12]:

\[
ms_{ij} = ms_{ji} = \sum_{k=1}^{K} \sum_{r\in IN(p,k,T_i,T_j)} |r - k| + \delta(k)
\]

where \( K \) denotes the larger number of pattern repetitions between trace \( T_i, T_j \); \( IN(p,k,T_i,T_j) \) is the mapping set of pattern instances in \( T_j \) and \( T_i \); \( \delta(k) \) is the score of \( k^{th} \) pattern instance in \( T_i \) (if the \( k^{th} \) instance is aligned to a gap or other activity that is not in the pattern, then \( \delta(k) = 1 \); otherwise \( \delta(k) = 0 \) [12].

Note that the pattern considered in the misalignment score does not include the gap symbol “-”. The higher misalignment score indicates less similarity between traces, meaning that the traces are considered misaligned. The misalignment score adds up all pairwise misalignment scores:

\[
MS = \sum_{i,j} ms_{ij}
\]
We chose the patterns that occur more frequently than a threshold $T_f$, for calculating misalignment score. Each pattern’s misalignment score is assigned a weight based on the ratio of patterns frequency over the frequency of the most frequent pattern. In this weighting method, a pattern of a ratio of patterns frequency over the frequency of the most frequent pattern is assigned a weight based on the appropriate occurrence and original misalignment score for pattern $p$. This overall misalignment score considers all eligible patterns, and the time complexity of calculating the overall misalignment score is $O(N_{\ell_{max}}^3 + N^2\ell_{max})$, where extracting patterns takes $O(N_{\ell_{max}}^3)$ time, and calculating misalignment score for each pattern takes $O(N^2\ell_{max})$ time; $N$ is the number of traces and $\ell_{max}$ is the longest trace length.

### C. Improved Metric: Confidence

1) Information Score: As mentioned, a single column’s confidence in the alignment result is measured by information score. Information score is a quantification method based on information entropy considering activity types and frequencies. Each type of activity has a frequency and its information entropy can be calculated based on its frequency

$$IS = 1 - \frac{E}{E_{\text{max}}}$$

(4)

$$E = \sum_{i=1}^{n} -P_i \log_2 P_i$$

(5)

where $IS$ is the columns information score, $E$ is the columns information entropy and $P_i$ is the occurrence frequency of each types activity in the column; $E_{\text{max}}$ is the maximum entropy of the whole alignment which equals $-\log_2 (N+1)$, $N$ is the number of activity types (+1 for the gap activity).

The purpose of trace alignment is to discover consensus activities and to detect deviations, and a high alignment confidence helps in achieving the purpose. According to (4) and (5), if all types of activities (including gap) occur in the column with same frequency, the information score will reach the minimum value of 0, meaning low confidence of the column; if the column is filled with only one type of activity, (TABLE III), and found that $T_f \approx \frac{40\% \times f_M}{f_M}$ makes $OMS$ the highest correlation to $N_e$ except for the 4$^{th}$ log (TABLE II) (although $T_f \approx 45.61\%$ of $f_M$ in the 4$^{th}$ log comes close to the highest correlation of 0.7711). Thus, we recommend using the frequency threshold $T_f$ as 40% of $f_M$ to choose patterns for the overall misalignment score calculation.

To compare our $OMS$ metric to the original misalignment score $MS$ [2], we analyzed the correlation of the $OMS$ and $MS$ to $N_e$ on the same synthetic data sets (TABLE III). We generated 30 alignments with different $N_e$ of each log. The results showed that $OMS$ has a higher correlation to $N_e$, indicating our $OMS$ performed better in evaluating the overall alignment accuracy than the original misalignment score.

The time complexity of calculating the overall misalignment score is $O(N_{\ell_{max}}^3 + N^2\ell_{max})$, where extracting patterns takes $O(N_{\ell_{max}}^3)$ time, and calculating misalignment score for each pattern takes $O(N^2\ell_{max})$ time; $N$ is the number of traces and $\ell_{max}$ is the longest trace length.

### TABLE III

CORRELATION BETWEEN MISALIGNMENT SCORES AND THE NUMBER OF HEURISTIC ERRORS $N_e$ IN DIFFERENT LOGS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Log</th>
<th>$OMS$</th>
<th>$MS$†</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.9834</td>
<td>0.9702</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.9539</td>
<td>0.9025</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.9778</td>
<td>0.9457</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.7632</td>
<td>0.6903</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.8768</td>
<td>0.7308</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

†Based on the most frequent pattern in the alignment.
the information score will reach the maximum value of 1, indicating high confidence.

Problems arise when considering information score for columns only: To obtain higher information score, the alignment tends to (1) split columns if there are two or more activities in the column and the gaps cannot be replaced by activities in other columns; or (2) align activities incorrectly in one column if the gaps in this column can be replaced by shifting other activities.

In situation (1), the alignment tends to split activities that are already aligned. In this case, each columns information score will be higher but the alignment is unreasonably longer. If the target alignment (a) has 50% of activity B in column 2 and 3, the preferred alignment of information score (b) will align each B in individual columns 2, 3, 4 and 5 (Fig.4). In situation (2), the alignment algorithm tends to shorten the alignment by aligning incorrect activities in a column (Fig.5). Thus, if information score is applied to evaluate alignment algorithm column-by-column, the algorithm tends to split or merge columns incorrectly.

2) Proposed Overall Information Score (OIS): To address the problems with column-wise information score, we added a constraint on the cumulative information entropy for all columns:

$$E = \sum_{j=1}^{L} \sum_{i=1}^{n} -P_{ji} \log_2 P_{ji} \times \frac{1}{L}$$  \hspace{1cm} (6)

where $j$ is the column index, $L$ is the alignment length. Then we propose our overall information score (OIS) as:

$$OIS = 1 - \frac{\sum_{j=1}^{L} \sum_{i=1}^{n} -P_{ji} \log_2 P_{ji}}{E_{\text{max}} \times L}$$  \hspace{1cm} (7)

With the constraint, overall information score will not keep increasing monotonously with the increasing of columns, if the gain in the information entropy of the splitting column does not exceed the loss of average information entropy of the whole alignment, the splitting column operation is considered unnecessary and will not be proceeded.

The overall information score reduces the unnecessary column-splitting problem of evaluating the alignment confidence using column-wise information score and reflects the overall confidence in the whole alignment.

D. Novel Metric: Complexity

In current evaluation methods, the length is not considered as an individual metric [14]; however, based on the previous discussion, we found that alignment length has a significant influence on alignment evaluation methods, including column-wise information score and column score. Alignment length also reflects the computational complexity needed to perform alignment: longer alignments contain more places for filling activities, resulting in higher computational complexity. In this section, we propose our new metric of alignment complexity based on the alignment length and the number of activities.
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Fig. 4. (a) Reference alignment (b) Preferred alignment by information score

Fig. 5. (a) Absolute lower bound (0.25) and (b) Absolute upper bound (0.67) of gaps number (18 of ".") $M = 9$, $N = 3$ and $L_{\text{min}} = 4$
The alignment complexity can be calculated by the percentage of gaps; some gaps in the alignment are unnecessary, and so the percentage of gaps reflects the degree of redundancy. Yet not all the gaps are unnecessary since aligning activities requires gaps to place activities that cannot be aligned.

Note that there is a minimum number of gaps required to accomplish an alignment. Since traces in the alignment are of the same length, the differences in original traces length will be filled by gaps. The number of gaps required to fill the traces to the maximum length is the lower bound of alignment complexity. For example, for three traces $T_1$, $T_2$ and $T_3$ (Fig. 5), the minimum number of gaps needed is 3. In this example, no extra gaps are added with all columns correctly aligned (Fig. 5(a)).

There is also an upper bound of alignment complexity, which occurs when every column in the alignment contains only one activity from the original trace log (Fig. 5(b)). Thus, the alignment complexity $P$ of an alignment can be written as:

$$ P = 1 - \frac{M}{N \times L} $$

$$ 1 - \frac{M}{(N \times L_{\text{min}})} \leq P \leq 1 - \frac{1}{N} $$

$M$ is the number of activities in the original trace log, $N$ is the number of traces, $L$ is the alignment length and $L_{\text{min}}$ is the shortest length of alignment, which is also the longest original trace’s length.

The lower alignment complexity means alignment has less redundancy. However, the optimal alignment does not guarantee the lowest alignment complexity. Due to this limitation of alignments complexity, it should be considered with the lowest priority when combined with other methods.

### E. General Evaluation Procedure

With the different trace alignment quality metrics, the attributes considered in each evaluation method and their monotony are summarized in TABLE IV. When evaluating an alignment with a reference alignment, higher reference-based sum-of-pairs score means the alignment is closer to the reference alignment, and lower misalignment score indicates the alignment has a lower degree of misalignment in the alignment’s patterns; a higher information score means more confidence in the common patterns and deviations found in the alignment, and a lower alignment complexity is expected for lower redundancy. The reference-free evaluation does not use the reference-based sum-of-pairs score or column score, while the other evaluation methods are the same with the reference-based evaluation.

Currently, there is no general procedure for trace alignment evaluation [23]. To evaluate the overall alignment quality, evaluation metrics should be standardized. Alignment accuracy, confidence, and our proposed complexity metrics are used to evaluate the overall quality of the alignment results. Though measured independently, they are not strictly orthogonal or independent of each other because:

1. The attributes taken into consideration are not exclusive or inclusive. Accuracy, confidence, and complexity involve different attributes including activities types, frequency, patterns types and alignment length. These attributes are not orthogonal in the feature space, though they have a certain degree of overlap, i.e., patterns frequency is correlated to the frequency of each activity in the pattern, which makes overall misalignment score partially related to overall information score.

2. Though some correlation exists between the evaluation metrics, the correlation cannot be quantified generally since it is data-specific. The correlation between overall misalignment score and information score depends on the frequent activities and patterns in the data; the activities and patterns differ between data sets and may result in correlation coefficients ranging from -1 to 1.

Although they may overlap, each evaluation metric describes a unique aspect of the alignment, and should be considered in this order:

Firstly, alignment accuracy is the most important metric, as it is directly related to the number of alignment errors. Since the column score only provides a coarse evaluation and is sensitive to deviations, it is considered less significant when other accuracy methods are available.

Then the alignment confidence is measured by overall information score. A high overall information score is expected for alignment with strong confidence in patterns and deviations extracted. The overall information score will not increase if the alignment tries to split aligned columns.

Alignment complexity is considered with the lowest priority.
because it does not contribute to the consensus activities found or the amount of information in the alignment. However, alignment complexity can be used to avoid unnecessary computational complexity and reduce redundancies in the alignment.

### III. Experiment and Analysis

#### A. Experiment Design

NeedlemanWunsch and Duration-Aware Trace Alignment algorithms generate different alignments. A reference alignment was set with $N_e = 0$ based on the consensus multi-trace alignment using M-COFFEE. We detected the number of heuristic errors $N_e$. The same log using different parameters generated alignments with different $N_e$. Using these, we showed the correlation between evaluation results and the number of heuristic errors. The high absolute value of correlation indicates the evaluation method truly reflects the alignment accuracy. Though alignment confidence and complexity are not designed for measuring alignment accuracy, their correlation was computed to check if they have overlap with alignment accuracy evaluation methods.

The log in this experiment includes 33 individual trauma resuscitation cases with 247 activities of 14 types. The data set was collected from August to December 2014. The log was coded by medical experts reviewing videos of trauma resuscitation. The use of this data set and its related research has been approved by the IRB of the Childrens National Medical Center.

#### B. Results

1) **Alignment Evaluation:** The evaluation results show the correlation between different evaluation methods and the number of error $N_e$ (Table IV). The overall misalignment score has the highest correlation to the number of heuristic errors, while reference-free sum-of-pairs score, reference-based sum-of-pairs score, misalignment score and alignment complexity also achieve relatively high correlation. This shows our overall misalignment score better reflects the alignment accuracy than the original misalignment score and sum-of-pairs score. Our proposed alignment complexity also has a high correlation to the $N_e$ here because correcting heuristic error often results in shorter alignments, and decreases the alignment complexity. However, this is not always guaranteed. If the heuristic error is not the only activity in the column, correcting the error may not decrease the alignment length.

The reference alignment performs best in reference-free sum-of-pairs score, reference-free sum-of-pairs score, overall information score, and column score, while the alignment with 5 heuristic errors performs best in misalignment score and overall misalignment score, and the alignment with 20 heuristic errors performs best in alignment complexity. The alignment with 5 heuristic errors aligns frequent patterns correctly, but misaligned some patterns with lower frequency; the reference alignment aligns most long patterns correctly except some patterns of length 2. Since the overall misalignment score considers pattern frequency, and shorter patterns are probably more frequent, the reference alignment here does not perform best in the misalignment score. The alignment with 20 heuristic errors has a short alignment length, but the low complexity comes at the price of aligning activities evenly among columns instead of aligning them to the most other activities. This confirms our assumption that alignment complexity should not be a prioritized metric. However, lower alignment complexity is still preferable when other metrics are the same, since it reduces the computation complexity and redundancy in the alignment.

The evaluation methods indicate the alignment with 5 heuristic errors has the best performance in the overall misalignment score and relatively good performance in the sum-
2) Medical Explanation: The reference alignment attempts to align activities $A, B, C, D$ to those activities in cases 1 and 2. Cases 1 and 2 are similar because the patient arrived before the complete medical team could assemble. In both cases, someone other than the examining provider began the assessment, and upon arrival, the assigned examining provider started the exam over from the beginning, producing the repeated activity sequences shown in cases 1 and 2. In 10 the full medical team had assembled before the patients arrival, and the examining provider was the only person to conduct the examination. Although this alignment produced a unique deviation of $E$ due to a repeated chest auscultation, a review of the data showed that the rest of the activities were more consistent with the consensus sequence derived from this algorithm. Above all, the alignment with 5 heuristic errors is more clinically similar to the cases which it is aligned.

Our overall misalignment score evaluation matches the feedback from the medical team because the overall misalignment score considers the performance of all patterns in the alignment. Though the reference alignment has a better sum-of-pairs score, confidence and complexity, it comes at the price of misaligning the patterns $< C, D >$ and $< D, E >$. In real-life situations, patterns are usually considered with priority since the alignment is context-based. With the high correlation between overall misalignment score and number of heuristic errors, we can use the overall misalignment score as the principle alignment accuracy evaluation method.

Besides the 5 heuristic errors in the alignment, we also analyzed the activities considered to be deviations in both of the alignments. These activities are labeled 1 to 12 and marked in black boxes Fig.6(b).

For deviations 1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 9, these activities were performed by different roles during the trauma resuscitation. Since the alignment algorithm does not consider role information and aligns activities based on activity type and order only, these activities are aligned in single columns with no other optimal places.

Activity 4 was a deviation since the person performing this activity took action earlier than expected, making this activity out of order; activities 7 should be generally performed after Upper Extremity Pulses Assessment because Lower Extremity Pulses Assessment is checked at patient’s feet, and the examining provider typically proceeds from the head to the feet, yet occasionally Lower Extremity Pulses Assessment can be performed before; activities 8 were deviations because the patient was not cooperative and medical team had to perform pupil assessment multiple times; activities 10 were minor...
deviations due to the back and forth assessments performed by the medical team; activity 11 in case 13 was skipped at first and then the medical team performed it after pupil assessment, and activity 11 in case 16 was an unexpected repetition; activities 12 were performed in later phases and thus not included in the primary survey phase, making the cases 20, 32 and 33 skip the pupil assessments, and these disappearances of pupil checks were considered deviations during the trauma resuscitation.

The good quality alignments are able to identify real-life deviations. Though some deviations like 1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 9 in Fig 6(b) are false alarms due to unconsidered role information, the overall evaluation methods still help to generate the alignment with a minimal number of heuristic errors.

IV. Conclusion

In this paper, we analyzed the previous alignment evaluation methods and proposed our modification to make them suitable for evaluating overall alignment quality. We discussed the limitations of previous evaluation methods through experiments on synthetic process log data, showing that column score is not appropriate for precise accuracy measurement. Experimental results showed our overall misalignment score and overall information score perform better in evaluating alignment quality than the previous ones. We verified our methods on a real-life medical process, showing our evaluation methods help identify deviations in the process. With the overall alignment quality evaluation methods, the alignment algorithm can be further optimized.
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